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Teaching Primary Geography for Australian Schools John Butler, Tessa Willy & Simon Catling
SA6758 • 9781743306758

Teaching Primary Geography for Australian Schools will help to develop your knowledge and understanding of early years and 
primary geography and their teaching. The book discusses the nature of geographical knowledge and understanding, and links 
this with everyday life – in particular, with children’s own environmental and geographical experiences. Authors Butler, Willy and 
Catling consider topics including inquiry approaches to teaching and learning geography; learning outside the classroom through 
fieldwork; map work and visual skills; global issues; citizenship at local and national levels; and cross-curricular approaches. The 
purpose of Teaching Primary Geography in Australian Schools is to develop well-grounded geographical knowledge for all 
children through high-quality planning, teaching and learning of geographical skills and understandings.

$ 35.95

People & Places in our neighbourhood Jenny Kotros & Marigold Draper

HB1727 • 9781760011727
Young students will love to explore the local places familiar to them through this study of People and Places in Our 
Neighbourhood. In Years F–2, students use skills of observation and classification to gain an appreciation of the natural and built 
features of their local area; they also use maps, models, stories, writing and drawings to show their understandings. 

People and Places in Our Neighbourhood is fully aligned to the Australian Curriculum: Geography for Years F–2. It contains 
more than 35 downloadable worksheets covering every content description in the Geographical Knowledge and Understanding 
strand, making it an invaluable resource for busy teachers attempting to introduce effective geography instruction to the primary 
classroom.. 

$ 39.95

HB1710 • 9781760011710
understanding and Teaching the Australian geography curriculum Alaric Maude

Primary school teachers have a very significant role in the teaching of geography in Australian schools, as they are responsible 
for seven of the nine years in which the subject is compulsory in the majority of schools. The aim of this book is to help them 
understand the curriculum they are being asked to teach. Although some of the content of the new curriculum will be familiar to 
teachers, having been taught as Studies of Society and Environment or its equivalent in the past, much may be new, and even 
familiar material will now be taught as geography. Many teachers may be unsure what this subject is all about, as few will have 
done more than minimal study of geography at tertiary level. This book aims to show teachers that geography is an interesting 
and important subject that teaches essential knowledge, understandings and skills, contributes to the personal and social 
development of young children, and is about a lot more than just maps and the countries of the world.

$ 35.95

HB6253 • 9781743306253
Understanding and Teaching AusVELS Geography for Victorian Primary Schools Alaric Maude

Following the recent publication of AusVELS Geography, a revised curriculum for F–10 students based on the Australian 
Curriculum: Geography, primary school teachers are expected to play a key role in implementing the curriculum in Victorian 
schools. However, most primary teachers are not geography scholars, and many will lack confidence in teaching the subject due 
to their uncertainty about what it entails. Understanding and Teaching AusVELS Geography for Victorian Primary Schools 
is designed to ease the burden of Victorian primary teachers by unpacking the AusVELS Geography curriculum in terms that 
non-geographers can easily understand. This book takes the work out of standards-aligned geography instruction, proving that 
geography is an interesting and important subject which imparts essential understandings and skills and contributes to the 
personal and social development of young children.

$ 35.95

GLA1345 • 9781760011345
INSIDE THE black box: geography John Butler, David Lambert & Paul Weeden

This revised Australian edition of Inside the Black Box: Geography is an up-to-date guide to formative assessment in geography, 
focused on helping Australian students to acquire and develop geographical capability. The specific aim here is the improvement 
of geography education, and so ideas about assessment for learning are put in the context of the aims and expectations of 
geography teaching, shaped by these curriculum priorities and focused on learning goals.

$ 10.95
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100 reproducible Activities series
The purpose of these books is to help students become more 
familiar with the major world regions of Asia, Africa, Europe, and 
Antarctica, Australia and New Zealand through reading, writing, 
researching and illustrating, as they discover and share information 
with the class and other students. Books in the 100 Reproducible 
Activities series can be integrated into your lessons as independent, 
small group and large group activities. The reproducible activity 
sheets can be used for homework or as an assessment.

Antarctica, Australia and New Zealand (5–8)     IFA8795
Europe (5–8) IFA8797
Asia (5–8) IFA8796
Africa (5–8) IFA8794

Africa (4–6)
4534

Antarctica (4–6) 
4545

Asia (4–6)
4520

Australia (4–6)
4528

Europe (4–6)
4523

North America (4–6)
4809

South America (4–6)
4808

Circling the World Series 
A perfect complement for your Australian Curriculum-aligned study 
of world geography, these exciting books will encourage students 
to use their natural curiosity to explore cultures, research different 
ways of life and create projects based on what they have learnt. 
Using the materials from this book, your Year 4–6 students will 
learn to make connections to the real world, visit intriguing places 
and discover history, art, architecture, maths, language and science 
as well as geography. Each book in the Circling the World series 
includes information sheets, websites 
and reproducible activities that offer 
investigative learning ideas, higher-
level thinking questions, engaging 
art projects and interesting research 
opportunities to excite your students.

World Geography series
The World Geography series consists of seven books, each dealing with a different continental region: Africa, Antarctica, Asia, 
Australia, Europe, North America and South America. The books provide reproducible activities to aid primary teachers in 
teaching the topic of continents in alignment with the Australian Curriculum: Geography Knowledge and Understanding strand 
for Years 4–6. However, they can also be used to support the teaching of a range of geography topics from the curriculum, such 
as sustainability, the environment, cultural diversity and the natural and built features of places. 

The Time Traveller series
Each book in The Time Traveller series for Years 
3–6 includes research and information pages that 
teachers may reproduce for their students. These 
pages are intended for students to read and take 
home. They include integrated reading activities 
that blend reading, writing, art, science, geography 
and history together, as well as games and puzzles 
for critical thinking and creative problem-solving.

$21.95
Each

$18.95
Each

$ 49.95 $ 45.95 $ 29.95

5

$ 35.95
Each

Julia Jasmine

Famous Landmarks (4–6)   
IFA20538

Fascinating Cities (4–6)
IFA20539

National Parks (4–6)
IFA20540

france (3–6)Brazil (3–6) INDIA (3–6) RUSSIA (3–6) GERMANY (3–6)

Vietnam (3–6) Ancient 
Civilisations 
Egypt (3–6)

Ancient 
Civilisations 
GREECE (3–6)

Ancient 
Civilisations 

Mesopotamia (3–6)

Ancient 
Civilisations 

MODERN Egypt (3–6)

Ancient 
Civilisations 
ROME (3–6)

KENYA (3–6)

Aligned to the 

Australian 
Curriculum

Aligned to the 

Australian 

Curriculum

Cynthia Adams

4800
Set includes 
all 7 books
$135.00
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Living Geography series
This fact-fi lled interdisciplinary series covers a wide range of engaging 
activities. The books provides a broad study of the land, people, cultures and 
animals of each world region covered. The Living Geography series has a 
strong focus on the impact humans have on the living world and the problems 
encountered when civilisation takes over large portions of land.

Russia: An Interdisciplinary Unit IFA2610
Australia: An Interdisciplinary Unit IFA2606
China: An Interdisciplinary Unit IFA2608
Eastern Africa: An Interdisciplinary Unit IFA2605
India: An Interdisciplinary Unit IFA2609
Brazil: An Interdisciplinary Unit IFA2607

$ 19.95
Each

Merle Davenport

$22.95
Each

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE series
The Environmental Science series for primary students provides integrated units of learning in science and geography, designed to build a holistic 
understanding of ecological relationships and environmental issues. The concept of modelling the conditions of balance in nature appears in all fi ve books 
as the foundation for productive engagement with the world and its environmental problems. Such a holistic understanding can provide students with the 
tools for solving a range of environmental and geographical problems – on both a local and a global level – thus allowing us to move towards a healthier, 
more sustainable future. 

Our only earth series
Sustainability – both social and environmental – is the overarching theme of all seven books in the Our Only Earth series for Years 7–10. Each 
book includes fact cards, activities and journals designed to get students thinking about social and environmental sustainability. The resources 
are based on the integrated Our Only Earth framework, which explores real-life geographical issues and suggests possible solutions, culminating 
in a summit at which students create action plans and seek ways in which to alleviate global problems. As of 2014, the series has been updated 
to show correlations to the Australian Curriculum, both specifi cally within the subject of geography and generally across all learning areas.

Interdependence in the 
Natural World  

1803

Energy Crisis (7–10)
3651

Rainforests at Risk 
(7–10)    3652

Troubled Skies (7–10)
3653

Global Poverty (7–10)
3654

World at war (7–10)
3655

Ocean Pollution (7–10)
3657

Endangered Species 
(7–10)    3656

Consumption in a 
Finite World  

1804

Endangered Species  
1806

Population Growth 
and Balance  

1807

Energy Use and Abuse 
(Revised) 

11808

3658 
Set includes all 7 books

$181.50 
SET

Aligned to the 

Australian 

Curriculum

$31.00
Each
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50 Quick & Easy: History and Geography 
Computer Activities
VIS7212 
Enliven, enhance and update your 
lessons by integrating the resources 
and tools found on the Internet and 
on the classroom computer with 50 
Quick & Easy: History and Geography 
Computer Activities.

This resource contains 50 quick and 
easy-to-create projects that integrate 
technology into all areas of the F–8 
humanities and social sciences 
curriculum. All the activities in 50 Quick 
& Easy: History and Geography 
Computer Activities will inspire both 
teachers and students. 

The 50 Quick & Easy series works on Windows and Macintosh operating 
systems, using Microsoft Offi ce 2007 and up. The series is perfect for the 
F–8 classroom teacher who wants to engage their students using computer 
activities. With a corresponding resource for every subject, these books are 
the ideal tool for getting students excited about their classwork and using 
computers. 

Tammy Worcester 

$42.95

$22.95
Each

$18.95
Each

Going Green series
Get ready to go green! It’s never too early to teach children about the importance of taking care of the environment they live in. With the 
exciting and educational lessons in the Going Green series for Years F–8, your students will embrace the message and adopt sustainable 
practices that can be used throughout their lifetimes. Students will learn to reduce rubbish, refuse excess packaging, reuse items and recycle. 
They will also be encouraged to research and learn more about preserving the environment, and to respond by sharing their new learning with 
others.

Each revised Australian edition in the Going Green series contains reproducible worksheets combined with extensive teacher notes for every 
lesson, and is packed full of great ideas for repurposing everyday items in order to teach core curriculum subjects. What’s more, the series has 
been updated as of 2014 to assist Australian primary teachers in incorporating the cross-curriculum priority of sustainability into their integrated 
teaching of Australian Curriculum learning areas, including geography, English, mathematics and science. 

Basic Skills: Following directions series
Learning to follow directions, a skill essential to learning and daily living, 
requires practice. The Following Directions series teaches skills needed to 
analyse and organise information presented in written and oral directions for 
primary school students. Exercises are attractive, easy to follow and arranged sequentially. 
Directional words, colour words and number words are stressed throughout the books. 

The Following Directions series is a great way to teach young students a key learning 
capability while covering such geographical topics as ecology, transportation and world 
cultures. Every activity requires students to be careful and critical readers who understand  
and have strategies to tackle the classroom tasks they are required to complete.

Activities and patterns for an ecology unit series
As a teacher, you will have a lasting effect on future generations. The books in this series will help you to offer in depth information to an eager, creative and open-minded 
audience, enabling you to raise the consciousness of your students while giving them the tools to make changes in the way we treat the environment. As a group, they 
will make their world cleaner, healthier and more liveable for themselves and their neighbours. The idea is to change the world; what better place to start than at home?

Going Green: Years F–2 
TCR5371

Using a Transportation 
Theme Levels 1–2 

IFA5011

Save the animals 
MMA1964

Going Green: Years 3–4
TCR5388

Using a Multi-Cultural 
Theme Levels 3–4

IFA5013

Love the earth
 MMA1965

Going Green: Years 5–6 
TCR5395

Using an Ecology Theme 
Levels 4–5

IFA5014

Learn to recycle
 MMA1966

Going Green: Years 7–8 
TCR5401

Set inCLudes all 4 books 
TCR5360

Set includes all 3 books 
MMA1963

$70.00
SET

ss

$70.00 
SET

Aligned to the 

Australian 

Curriculum

$22.95
Each
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$21.95$21.95

$21.95

AS IT WAS! series
As It Was! is an interdisciplinary approach to various periods in 
history. Students learn about the people, places and issues of 
the world’s past through cross-curricular activities in English, 
history, geography, science, maths and the arts. Each book is 
divided into three units: Issues, People, and Places, each with 
nine sub-topics. Each topic includes background information 
as well as fi ve interdisciplinary activities. In addition, an 
introductory activity and an open-ended culminating activity 
are offered for each of the units. 

Basic not boring series 

Digital daily warm ups series

Ancient Rome
EIM3544

Ancient Mayas, 
Incas and Aztecs

EIM3551

Ancient africa
EIM3568

Ancient egypt
EIM3575

Ancient greece
EIM9008

Set inCLudes all 
5 books 
EIM3500

Set inCLudes all

$100.00 
SET

Map Skills (6–8)
6094
In this book students will join the hunt for a bank robber, 
help a lost miner fi nd water in the desert, crack a worldwide 
internet spy network and look for lost ruins. Students will 
enjoy and develop an understanding about maps and the 
way they function.

Middle Years Book of 
Social Studies Tests INA4196
This book provides teachers with tools for keeping track 
of how students are mastering basic skills. It’s everything 
you’ve wanted in a group of ready-made assessments. 
The tests cover all the basic skill areas for humanities and 
social sciences. There are tests within fi ve areas: world 
understandings, geography, map skills, world history and 
Australian history. 

World Cultures Level 2  Years 9–12 
WAL8693
This book includes 180 quick activities that allow 
students to practise and review their knowledge 
of world cultures. These activities can be used as 
a check on knowledge and skills that are built and 
acquired over time, or to develop students’ research 
skills using research books, almanacs, atlases and 
the internet. Students will examine topics including 
transmission of culture (proverbs, myths, customs); 
language and literature; important historic events; 
people of note; the arts; how geography affects 
culture; and the idea of cultures coming into contact 
or confl ict with others, as well as many other aspects 
of human variation throughout the world

World Geography (5–8)
6021
The activities in World Geography take students around the 
world. On an exciting trip to the Australian outback and on 
an African adventure, students learn about the world around 
them. Students will enjoy developing an understanding 
about the world and its cultures.

World Geography & Cultures Level 2 
Years 9–12    WAL8709
This book includes 180 quick activities that allow 
students to practise and review geographical and 
cultural knowledge and skills. The activities can be 
used as a check on skills that are acquired over time, 
or they can help to develop students’ research skills 
using research books, almanacs, atlases and the 
Internet. Using these Daily Warm-Ups, students will 
identify countries, cities and natural landmarks, and 
the effects that their geography has on them. Activities 
also cover the different cultures that originate in these 
different areas, touching on languages, cuisine and 
other aspects of human difference across the world.

Global Studies  (5–8)
INA4126
Students will do the useful work of practising social studies skills 
while they enjoy characters of many cultures who lead them to 
explore social and cultural concepts. They will examine what 
makes groups and societies tick and get a look inside the WTO, 
ILO and IMF. The pages are written with the assumption that an 
adult will be available to assist the student with their learning 
and practice. Students will also need access to social studies 
resources such as maps and globes, atlases, internet reference 
sources and encyclopedias.

keepiing track

$49.95

$35.95

a
d
o$49.95

Kate O’Halloran

Imogene Forte and Marjorie Frank

$21.95
Each
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Create A City (Revised) (4–7)  HB6215 
This book is an interdisciplinary unit containing fourteen 
sequential worksheets and corresponding teacher pages. 
Each worksheet focuses on a specifi c topic, and through 
the creative use of graphic organisers, has thinking skills 
and personal values woven into the tasks. Checklists and 
rubrics are included to assist cooperative learning and 
assessment. Create A City will provide rich opportunities 
for your students as they prepare their cities, develop 
systems of government and promote their ideas.

An Inquiry into Wombats   HB0604
The inquiry learning approach taken in this book enables 
children to become independent thinkers and learners. 
Engaging activities and experiences will lead the children 
to investigate the characteristics of the wombat. Students 
will fi nd out about the type of environment the wombat 
needs for its survival. and will investigate possible threats 
to the wombat. They will learn about the interdependence 
of living things and what can be done to preserve wombats 
and their environments. Students will consider ways that 
they can spread the knowledge they have gained, develop 
solutions to problems and put these into action.

An Inquiry into Possums    
HB0611
Students will fi nd out about the type of environment the 
possum needs for its wellbeing and survival. They will 
investigate possible threats to the possum, learn about 
the interdependence of living things and consider what 
can be done to preserve possums and their environments. 
Students will think of ways they can spread the knowledge 
they have gained, develop solutions to problems and put 
these into action.

Create-a-School (4–7)   2100
Create-A-School moves students into thinking about 
their local community and their school. Basic social 
studies concepts give students the opportunity to 
critically analyse the goals, functions, responsibilities 
and the physical plan of a school. By designing their own 
fi ctional school, students can better comprehend the 
elements that are involved in organising and maintaining 
a successful school. 

Oceanography (4–8)   3961
Based on Bloom’s taxonomy, Create a Centre About … is 
designed to provide teachers and students with activities 
which extend the learning experience. Exercises can be 
applied to any unit of study and will be equally appealing 
to motivated students and reluctant learners. Tasks in 
this book centre around the following strands: Marine 
Biology (fi sh, mammals, shells and plant life), Geological 
Oceanography and Physical Oceanography.

Earthquakes and Volcanoes (4–8)   3960
Based on Bloom’s taxonomy, Create a Centre About … is 
designed to provide teachers and students with activities 
which extend the learning experience. Exercises can be 
applied to any unit of study and will be equally appealing 
to motivated students and reluctant learners. Children 
will learn about the planet Earth with this kit of 90 tasks 
in the following strands: Earth’s Structure, Earthquakes, 
Volcanoes, Specifi c Earthquakes and Volcanoes and 
Related Phenomena.

WEATHER (4–8)   4017
Based on Bloom’s taxonomy, Create a Centre About … is 
designed to provide teachers and students with activities 
which extend the learning experience. Exercises can be 
applied to any unit of study and will be equally appealing 
to motivated students and reluctant learners. This book on 
weather contains 90 tasks within the following strands: 
Fronts and Air Masses, Wind, Clouds, Precipitation and 
Studying and Forecasting the Weather.

An Integrated Unit: The Community   
2580
The Community is a social studies book for primary to 
middle year students and is designed to raise children’s 
awareness and interest in their local community. The book 
incorporates activity-based learning, problem solving, 
thinking skills and multiple intelligences. The individual 
lesson plans are designed with the children’s developmental 
stages in mind and provides for individual learning styles 
and thinking skills.

Author Study: Focus on Jeannie Baker   
6127
This picture book includes creative literature units on four 
of Jeannie Baker’s works; The Story of Rosy Dock, Where 
the Forest Meets the Sea, Window and The Hidden 
Forest. Each book has its own section with a summary, 
and unit writing and comprehension activities that build 
on students’ understanding of both the books themselves 
and the deeper themes they raise about Australia and our 
environment. Topics include the rainforest, the introduction 
of plant species and weather cycles.

Australia’s Places (Years 4–7)  
6832
Australia’s Places covers Australia’s breathtaking 
natural features – oceans, mountains, deserts – as well 
as states and territories, including Antarctica. Each unit 
of work is presented as an informative one-page text, 
comprehension questions with activities a unit overview, 
suggested activities and a resource page. It may be 
used as a two to three week unit; the framework of an 
integrated unit; and as a single lesson focusing on a 
specifi c topic such as federation.

Building of Australia’s Past (Years 3–8)  
HB299
This book lays out unique projects based on diorama models 
and activities. The unit of work is an integrated unit in which 
the building of a model Australian town is the central theme. 
Activities contain suggested units of work in maths, English, 
science, humanities, social sciences and arts and crafts, all 
relating to the theme of structures. It also contains the actual 
models and directions for the buildings of the model town. 
Included are houses, shops, a school shed, the church, and 
of course the compulsory dunny. 

Create-a-Country (4–7)   2099
Create-A-Country moves students into the wider realm 
of the society beyond the school. This book encourages  
mapping and geography skills and encourages basic 
understanding of what a country consists of. By designing 
a fi ctional nation, students can better comprehend 
the interrelated elements that affect every aspect of a 
country’s development. 

hinking about
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Centre About

$24.50
EACH

f i

$29.95

Create A … series

Marcia Shank 

Australian animals series

Create A CENTRE About … series

Marigold Draper and Jenny Kotros 

Marigold Draper

Peter Clutterbuck and Camilla Gaff 

Camilla Gaff 

Jenny Greaves 

Educational Impressions
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Integrating Thinking in Geography 
INA8811
This book is designed for use in upper primary/lower 
secondary classrooms. It includes an overview of 
Howard Gardner’s Theory of Multiple Intelligences, 
plus activities; a clear explanation and activities 
based on Bloom’s taxonomy of thinking skills; 
calendars to enhance the educational process on 
a daily basis; explanations and activities based on 
cooperative learning classrooms; and authentic 
assessment procedures and portfolios.

Imogene Forte & Alison stone 

$39.95

Blank Map Outlines: Australia and 
the World
IFA8554 
Blank Map Outlines contains up-to-date maps of 
countries throughout the world, since the maps are 
blank, they can be tailored to fi t individual class needs. 
These map outlines were designed to supplement a 
comprehensive study of the world.

Pat BiggS

Geography Brain Teasers – 
Challenging
4492 
Geography Brainteasers provides the opportunity for 
the instructor to teach critical thinking, research and 
map reading skills in one lesson. Helpful resources 
to complete the brain teasers include encyclopedias, 
geographic dictionaries and maps. The book is divided 
into sections corresponding to the six inhabited 
continents of the world. Each section includes analogies 
based on geography, science and historical facts.

Super Duper Science: Restless 
Earth (1–3)
MMA2101 
Through geology and geography activities, 
students will learn about the fascinating world 
around them while practising reading, writing, 
speaking, research and performance skills. 
Projects include interviewing an explorer, creating 

Earth books, making a map and more.

Natural Hazards: Years 6–8 
Revised Edition
IFA87013 • 9781741012668
Earthquakes, volcanoes, cyclones, fl oods and other 
violent forces of nature devastate entire communities 
and claim thousands of lives each year. But such disasters 
also produce fertile soil, redirect rivers and rejuvenate 
forests. Full of interesting and relevant reading material 
to stimulate students’ interest and introduce them to 
how and why these disasters occur. Including tales of 
heroism, unbelievable courage and extraordinary events, 
this book contains plenty of thought-provoking activities 
for students as they explore the effects of natural hazards 
on society and the environment. 

Crafts from World Cultures 
MMA1996
Invite children to explore the beauty of world crafts with 
easy-to-make multicultural art projects. Crafts from 
every continent (plus ancient cultures) accompany 
brief histories of the people and places responsible for 
each specifi c art form. Our world’s rich heritage comes 
to life in the hands of children when they create crafts 
from other cultures.

Geography Simulations
4432 
By making optimal use of a cooperative learning 
environment, Geography Simulations will help 
middle years students think of geography as 
an adventure rather than work. Through action 
and participation, the knowledge students are 
exposed to will be internalised. Simulations make 
the learning process more natural and enjoyable 
and give results that last longer than those 
achieved with rote memorisation.

Max W. Fisher

$21.95
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$28.50
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$35.95

Jodie Weddle Proctor

Delana Heidrich 

Annalisa McMorrow
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$21.95

$21.95

Ea

$29.95

Gunditjmara Country
HB3380
Gunditjmara Country is a comprehensive integrated 
unit which looks at the lives, traditions and culture 
of the Gunditjmara people of western Victoria. 
With full-colour photographs, historical and cultural 
information, as well as information about the lands 
of the Gunditjmara, this resource spans geography, 
science, history, cultural studies and much more for 
middle- to upper-secondary students.

Theo Read
mi

$79.95

Aligned to the 

Australian 

Curriculum

Google Earth & GPS 
Primary Classroom Activities
VIS7373
Based on Google Earth and geocoaching, the innovative 
activities in this book introduce and reinforce concepts 
taught in the four major primary school subjects. The 
lessons cover concepts such as interpreting graphs/
charts and using fractions, reading thermometers and 
labelling landforms, practising cardinal directions and 
labelling earth, differentiating between fact and opinion 
and fi nding the main idea, and many more. Lessons 
include teaching procedures, student activity sheets, 
product samples, answer keys and lesson extensions. 
Each lesson is customisable by modifying the fi les 
available for download at go.hbe.com.au. 

Google Earth & GPS 
Classroom Activities for Middle 
Years Science, 2nd Edition
VIS1265
This book will introduce, reinforce and enrich concepts 
taught in life, earth and physical sciences. Google 
Earth & GPS Classroom Activities for Middle Years 
Science contains 26 fun and interesting activities that 
will have students excited about learning different 
scientifi c methods, all featured and fully customisable 
on the included CD-ROM.

$39.95

Susan Anderson and Jim Holland
Susan Anderson and Jim Holland

o

$49.95



Order Form

QTY CODE TITLE PRICE

100 Reproducible Activities Series

IFA8795 100 Reproducible Activities: Antarctica, Australia & New Zealand (5–8) $35.95

IFA8797 100 Reproducible Activities: Europe (Years 5–8) $35.95

IFA8796 100 Reproducible Activities: Asia (Years 5–8) $35.95

IFA8794 100 Reproducible Activities: Africa (Years 5–8) $35.95

World Geography Series

4534 World Geography: Africa (Years 4–6) $21.95

4545 World Geography: Antarctica (Years 4–6) $21.95

4520 World Geography: Asia (Years 4–6) $21.95

4528 World Geography: Australia (Years 4–6) $21.95

4523 World Geography: Europe (Years 4–6) $21.95

4809 World Geography: North America (Years 4–6) $21.95

4808 World Geography: South America (Years 4–6) $21.95

4800 World Geography Series (set of 7 books) $135.00

Circling the World Series

IFA20538 Circling the World: World Famous Landmarks (Years 4–6) $49.95

IFA20539 Circling the World: Fascinating Cities (Years 4–6) $45.95

IFA20540 Circling the World: National Parks (Years 4–6) $29.95

The Time Traveller Series

IFA23796 The Time Traveller: Vietnam $18.95

IFA23779 The Time Traveller: Russia $18.95

IFA23799 The Time Traveller: Brazil $18.95

IFA23776 The Time Traveller: France $18.95

IFA23797 The Time Traveller: Germany $18.95

TSD21892 The Time Traveller: Ancient Civilisations Rome $18.95

IFA23800 The Time Traveller: Modern Egypt $18.95

IFA23777 The Time Traveller: India $18.95

TSD21906 The Time Traveller: Ancient Civilisations Greece $18.95

TSD21884 The Time Traveller: Ancient Civilisations Mesopotamia $18.95

TSD21914 The Time Traveller: Ancient Civilisations Egypt $18.95

IFA23778 The Time Traveller: Kenya $18.95

As it Was! Series

EIM3544 As it Was!: Ancient Rome $21.95

EIM3551 As it Was!: Ancient Mayas, Incas and Aztecs $21.95

EIM3568 As it Was!: Ancient Africa $21.95

EIM3575 As it Was!: Ancient Egypt $21.95

EIM9008 As it Was!: Ancient Greece $21.95

EIM3500 As It Was!: Ancient History (set of 5 books) $100.00

Basic Not Boring Series

6021 Basic Not Boring: World Geography (Years 5–8) $21.95

6094 Basic Not Boring: Map Skills (Years 6–8) $21.95

INA4196 Basic Not Boring: Middle Years Book of Social Studies Tests $49.95

INA4126 Basic Not Boring: Global Studies (Years 5–8) $21.95

Google Earth & GPS Series

VIS7373 Google Earth & GPS Primary Classroom Activities $39.95

VIS1265 Google Earth & GPS Classroom Activities for Middle Year Science, 2nd Edition $49.95

Digital Daily Warm Ups Series

WAL8693 Digital Daily Warm Ups: World Cultures Level 2 (Years 9–12) $35.95

WAL8709 Digital Daily Warm Ups: World Geography & Cultures Level 2 (Years 9–12) $49.95

Australian Animals Series

HB0604 Australian Animals: An Inquiry into Wombats $29.95

HB0611 Australian Animals: An inquiry into Possums $29.95

Create A … Series

2100 Create-A-School $23.95

2099 Create-A-Country $23.95

HB6215 Create A City $23.95

Create-A-Centre About … Series

3691 Create a Centre About: Oceanography $24.50

4017 Create a Centre About: Weather $24.50

3960 Create a Centre About: Earthquakes and Volcanoes $24.50

QTY CODE TITLE PRICE

Living Geography Series

IFA2605 Living Geography – Eastern Africa: An Interdisciplinary Unit $19.95

IFA2606 Living Geography – Australia: An Interdisciplinary Unit $19.95

IFA2607 Living Geography – Brazil: An Interdisciplinary Unit $19.95

IFA2608 Living Geography – China: An Interdisciplinary Unit $19.95

IFA2609 Living Geography – India: An Interdisciplinary Unit $19.95

IFA2610 Living Geography – Russia: An Interdisciplinary Unit $19.95

Environmental Science Series

1803 Environmental Science: Independence in the Natural World $22.95

1804 Environmental Science: Consumption in a Finite World $22.95

1806 Environmental Science: Endangered Species $22.95

1807 Environmental Science: Population Growth and Balance $22.95

1808 Environmental Science: Energy Use and Abuse – Revised Edition $22.95

Our Only Earth Series

3651 Our Only Earth: Energy Crisis (Years 7–10) $31.00

3652 Our Only Earth: Rainforests at Risk (Years 7–10) $31.00

3653 Our Only Earth: Troubled Skies (Years 7–10) $31.00

3654 Our Only Earth: Global Poverty (Years 7–10) $31.00

3655 Our Only Earth: World at War (Years 7–10) $31.00

3656 Our Only Earth: Endangered Species (Years 7–10) $31.00

3657 Our Only Earth: Ocean Pollution (Years 7–10) $31.00

3658 Our Only Earth: A Framework for Geographical Problem Solving (set of 7 books) $181.50

Going Green Series

TCR5371 Going Green: Years F–2 $22.95

TCR5388 Going Green: Years 3–4 $22.95

TCR5395 Going Green: Years 5–6 $22.95

TCR5401 Going Green: Years 7–8 $22.95

TCR5360 Going Green Series (set of 4 books) $70.00

Ecology Unit Series

MMA1964 Ecology Unit: Save the Animals $22.95

MMA1965 Ecology Unit: Love the Earth $22.95

MMA1966 Ecology Unit: Learn to Recycle $22.95

MMA1963 Activities and Patterns for an Ecology Unit (set of 3 books) $70.00

Basic Skills Following Directions Series

IFA5011 Basic Skills Series: Following Directions – Using a Transportation Theme Levels 1–2 $18.95

IFA5013 Basic Skills Series: Following Directions – Using a Multi-Cultural Theme Levels 3–4 $18.95

IFA5014 Basic Skills Series: Following Directions - Using an Ecology Theme Levels 4–5 $18.95

Other titles:

SA6758 Teaching Primary Geography for Australian Schools $35.95

HB1710 Understanding and Teaching the Australian Geography Curriculum $35.95

HB6253 Understanding and Teaching AUSVELS Geography for Victorian Primary Schools $35.95

HB1727 People & Places in Our Neighbourhood $39.95

GLA1345 Inside the Black Box: Geography $10.95

VIS7212 50 Quick & Easy: History and Geography Computer Activities $42.95

2580 An Integrated Unit: The Community $29.95

6127 Author Study: Focus on Jeannie Baker $29.95

6832 Australia’s Places (Years 4–7) $29.95

HB299 Building of Australia’s Past (Years 3–8) $23.95

MMA1996 Crafts from World Cultures $21.95

HB3380 Gunditjmara Country $79.95

IFA8554 Blank Map Outlines: Australia and the World $21.95

4492 Geography Brain Teasers – Challenging $21.95

4432 Geography Simulations $28.50

MMA2101 Super Duper Science: Restless Earth (Years 1–3) $29.95

IFA87013 Natural Hazards (Years 6–8) $35.95

INA8811 Integrating Thinking in Geography (Years 6–9) $39.95

Yes, I would like to receive emails from Hawker Brownlow Education about future workshops, conferences and the latest publications.

To contact our Sales Reps:
 VIC contact reception on Toll Free Ph:1800 334 603 

or orders@hbe.com.au
NSW contact Judy Morrissey on 0414 424 160 

or nsw1@hbe.com.au 
QLD contact Karen Hofmann on 0439 889 190 

or qld1@hbe.com.au

P.O. Box 580, Moorabbin, Victoria 3189, Australia

Phone: +61 3 8558 2444 • Fax: +61 3 8558 2400

Toll-Free Phone: 1800 334 603 • Fax: 1800 150 445

Website: http://www.hbe.com.au

Email: orders@hbe.com.au ABN: 70 495 007 372

Online ‘On Account’ 
ordering now available!

If you have a pre-existing account 
with Hawker Brownlow Education, 
you can now order online and pay 

using that account.

Terms of Trade

• Prices are quoted in Australian dollars ($AUD) and include GST

• All prices are subject to change without notice.

•  For New Zealand customers, at the time of invoice, we will convert the amount into New Zealand 

dollars ($NZD) so that you can pay by cheque or credit card in New Zealand dollars ($NZD).

• Full money-back guarantee.

•  We do realise it is diffi cult to order sight unseen. To assist you in your selection, please visit our 

website <www.hbe.com.au>. Go to ‘Browse Books’ and most titles will give you the option to view 

the fi rst few pages of the book. Click ‘View Contents’ on your selected book page.

•  We will supply our books on approval, and if they do not suit your requirements we will accept 

undamaged returns for full credit or refund. Posters are for fi rm sale only and will not be sent on 

approval. Please be aware that delivery and return postage is the responsibility of the customer.

•  Freight costs are determined at Australia Post rates, with a minimum delivery charge of $9.50 

within Australia and $15.00 for New Zealand for each order.

• Please provide your street address for delivery purposes.

Attention  ...................................................................................................

Order number ............................................................................................

Name of school ..........................................................................................

Address ......................................................................................................

............................................. State ....................P/code ............................

Country  .....................................................................................................

Email: .........................................................................................................

TOTAL (plus freight) $
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